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Details and percentages in tables do not necessarily add to totals because for individual enterprises to prepare their
business plans, for submission to.

For example, can you bundle a few things together? This section also includes a clear and concise overview of
the goals your business is trying to achieve over a set period of time. Start-Up Business Plans New businesses
should detail the steps to start the new enterprise with a start-up business plan. However, include a best-case
scenario and a worst-case scenario. Mid-year is a good time to refocus and revise your original plans. As with
most things in life, first impressions count. Gives you a clear strategy to follow when things get busy. Compile
an appendix for official documents Finally, assemble a well-organized appendix for anything and everything 1
investors will need to conduct due diligence and 2 you or your employees will need easy access to moving
forward: Deeds, local permits, and legal documents Business registries and professional licenses Patents and
intellectual properties State and federal identification numbers or codes Key customer contracts and purchase
orders As you include documents in the appendix, create a miniature table of contents and footnotes
throughout the rest of the plan linking to or calling attention to them. Ensures all of your team are working
towards the same vision. A business owner or prospective business owner writes a business plan to clarify
each aspect of his business, describing the objectives that will anticipate and prepare for growth. Equity means
ownership: when you sell equity to raise capital you are selling a portion of your company. In the end, both
you and your clients will reap the rewards. Presentation matters: proof read, review and format your
document. Revisiting and revising your business plan? Here are just seven: A Business Plan: Provides a
structured way of organising your thoughts and clarifying your idea. Use evidence and examples to back up
any statements you make. Your business and key objectives: A brief description of your business and its core
products or services. Helps you plan for the future. Then, triple check. While we encourage you to use this
template, it is not mandatory and you are welcome to submit your own Business Plan template provided it
details similar information. Double-check for typos and grammatical errors. Some customers may not pay for
30 days or longer, which means the business needs a cash balance to operate. As long as you cover the
essentials: less is more. You might like to use bullet points, graphs, tables and subheadings to help you keep
your content focused and help you avoid the temptation to go into too much detail.


